
BOOKS 5TH AND 6TH GRADERS WILL ENJOY 
 

Allston, B.B. Amari and the Night Brothers. (Juvenile Fiction Allston) 
Amari Peters has never stopped believing her missing brother, Quinton, is alive. So, when she finds a 
ticking briefcase in his closet, containing a nomination for a summer tryout at the Bureau of Supernatural 
Affairs, she's certain the secretive organization holds the key to locating Quinton. (Supernatural 
Investigations series, book 1) 

 
Angleberger, Tom. Fuzzy. (Juvenile Fiction Angleberger) 

When Max (Maxine Zealster) befriends her new robot classmate Fuzzy, she helps him navigate Vanguard 
Middle School and together they reveal the truth behind the Robot Integration Program. 
 

Applegate, Katherine. The Last. (Juvenile Fiction Applegate) 
Byx is the youngest member of her dairne pack. After her pack is hunted down and killed, Byx fears she 
may be the last of her kind. The Endling. So Byx sets out to find safe haven, and to see if the legends of 
other hidden dairnes are true. (The Endling series, book 1) 

 

Barnhill, Kelly. The Girl Who Drank the Moon. (Juvenile Fiction Barnhill) 
An epic fantasy about a young girl raised by a witch, a swamp monster, and a Perfectly Tiny Dragon, who 
must unlock the powerful magic buried deep inside her.  

 

DiCamillo, Kate. Beverly, Right Here. (Juvenile Fiction DiCamillo) 
Beverly Tapinski has run away from home plenty of times--she doesn't want to depend on anyone, and 
she definitely doesn't want anyone to depend on her. Despite her best efforts, though, she can't help 
forming connections with the people around her, and gradually, she learns to see herself through their 
eyes. (Final novel in a three book collection with Raymie Nightengale and Louisiana’s Way Home.) 

 
Gidwitz, Adam. The Inquisitor’s Tale. (Juvenile Fiction Gidwitz) 

Crossing paths at an inn, thirteenth-century travelers impart the tales of a monastery oblate, a Jewish 
refugee, and a psychic peasant girl with a loyal greyhound, the three of whom join forces on a chase 
through France to escape persecution. 

 
Grabenstein, Chris. Smartest Kid in the Universe. (Juvenile Fiction Grabenstein) 

When Jake spies a bowl of jellybeans at the hotel where his mom works, he eats them. But they weren't 
just jellybeans—they were the first ingestible information pills! Before long, Jake is the smartest kid in the 
universe, but, as it turns out, sometimes even the smartest kid has a lot to learn. 

 
Gratz, Alan. Refugee. (Juvenile Fiction Gratz) 

Although separated by continents and decades, Josef, Isabel, and Mahmoud embark on harrowing 
journeys in search of refuge, discovering shocking connections that tie their stories together. 
 

Haddix, Margaret Peterson. The Strangers. (Juvenile Fiction Haddix) 
Chess, Emma, and Finn Greystone have always been a happy family, just the three of them and their 
mom. But everything changes when reports of three kidnapped children reach the Greystone kids, and 
they're shocked by the startling similarities between themselves and these complete strangers.  

 
Hernandez, Carlos. Sal and Gabi Break the Universe. (Juvenile Fiction Hernandez) 

In order to heal after his mother's death, thirteen-year-old Sal learns to reach into time and space to 
retrieve things--and people--from other universes. (Sal and Gabi series, book 1) 
 

LaMotte, Lily. Measuring Up. (Juvenile Graphic Novel LaMotte) 
Having just moved to Seattle from Taiwan, twelve-year-old Cici enters a cooking competition to win the 
chance to see her grandmother again, but she only knows how to cook Taiwanese food. 
 

Libenson, Terri. Invisible Emmie. (Juvenile Graphic Novel Libenson) 
This is the story of two totally different middle school girls--quiet, shy, artistic Emmie and popular, 
outgoing, athletic Katie--and how their lives unexpectedly intersect one day, when an embarrassing note 
falls into the wrong hands. (Emmie and Friends series, book 1) 
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Martin, Ann M. Rain Reign. (Juvenile Fiction Martin) 
Rose shares a special bond with her beloved dog, but when the dog goes missing during a storm, Rose is 
forced to confront the limits of her comfort levels in order to search for her pet. 

 
Older, Daniel José. Dactyl Hill Squad. (Juvenile Fiction Older) 

It’s the summer of 1863, and war rages between dinosaur-mounted armies. When she receives news that 
her brother was wounded, Magdalys Roca knows that she must reach him--and that her ability to 
communicate telepathically with dinosaurs may come in handy. (Dactyl Hill Squad series, book 1) 

 
Oppel, Kenneth. Bloom. (Juvenile Fiction Oppel) 

The invasion begins--but not as you'd expect. It begins with rain which carries seeds that sprout 
overnight. These new plants take over crop fields, twine up houses, burrow below streets. They bloom 
and release toxic pollens. They bloom and form venus flytrap-like pods that swallow animals and people. 
They bloom everywhere, and they’re unstoppable. …Or are they? (Overthrow series, book 1) 

 
Reed, M.K. Dinosaurs: Fossils and Feathers. (Juvenile Graphic Novel Science) 

This fascinating look at dinosaur science covers the last 150 years of dinosaur hunting, and illuminates 
how our ideas about dinosaurs have changed and continue to change.(Science Comics series) 
 

Reynolds, Jason. Look Both Ways. (Juvenile Fiction Reynolds) 
Jason Reynolds conjures ten tales (one per block) about what happens after the dismissal bell rings, and 
weaves them into one funny, poignant look at the detours we face on the walk home, and in life. 

 
Royce, Eden. Root Magic. (Juvenile Fiction Royce) 

It's 1963, and Jezebel Turner and her twin brother Jay have just turned eleven. Their uncle, Doc, tells 
them he's going to train them in rootwork—the African American folk magic that has been the legacy of 
their family for generations. But Jez soon finds out that her family's true power goes far beyond small 
charms and elixirs... and not a moment too soon. 

 
Schmidt, Gary. Pay Attention, Carter Jones. (Juvenile Fiction Schmidt) 

Sixth-grader Carter must adjust to the unwelcome presence of a know-it-all butler who is determined to 
help him become a gentleman, and also to deal with burdens from the past.  

 
Sutherland, Tui. The Dragonet Prophecy. (Juvenile Fiction Sutherland) 

The seven dragon tribes have been at war for generations, locked in an endless battle over an ancient lost 
treasure. A secret movement called the Talons of Peace is determined to bring an end to the fighting, with the 
help of a prophecy--a foretelling that calls for great sacrifice. Five dragonets are collected to fulfill the prophecy, 
raised in a hidden cave and enlisted, against their will, to end the terrible war. (Wings of Fire series, book 1) 

 
Townsend, Jessica. Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow. (Juvenile Fiction Townsend) 

A cursed child destined to die on her eleventh birthday is rescued and whisked away to a secret realm 
called Nevermoor and given the chance to compete for a place in a prestigious organization called the 
Wundrous Society. (Nevermoor series, book 1) 

 
Venkatraman, Padma. The Bridge Home. (Juvenile Fiction Venkatraman) 

Life is harsh in Chennai's teeming streets, so when runaway sisters Viji and Rukku arrive, their prospects 
look grim. Fortunately, the girls find shelter--and friendship--on an abandoned bridge. With two homeless 
boys, Muthi and Arul, the group forms a family of sorts. And while making a living scavenging the city's 
trash heaps is the pits, the kids find plenty to laugh about and take pride in too.  

 
Woodson, Jacqueline. Harbor Me. (Juvenile Fiction Woodson) 

When six students are chosen to participate in a weekly talk with no adults allowed, they discover that 
when they're together, it's safe to share the hopes and fears they have to hide from the rest of the world. 
 

Yang, Kelly. Front Desk. (Juvenile Fiction Yang) 
Mia Tang has a lot of secrets: 1. She lives in a motel and works at the front desk, even though she’s only 
ten; 2. Her parents hide immigrants, and if the hotel owner finds out, they’re doomed; 3. She wants to be 
a writer, but her mother wants her to stick to math. It will take all of Mia's courage, kindness, and hard 
work to get through this year. (Front Desk series, book 1) 
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